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A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF LEOPOLD SEDAR SENGHOR
One hundred miles south of Dakar, Senegal, is a quiet coastal
farming village. Joal is noted for its scenic surroundings and a
history dating back to the sixteenth century when it was founded and
settled by the Portuguese. Joal is also the birthplace of Leopold
Sedar Senghor esteemed as an outstanding intellectual of Africa and one
of the most prominent living poets of French expression.
Leopold Sedar Senghor was born October 9, 1906, to well-to-do
Roman Catholic parents. His father was a planter-merchant of the Serere
tribe. The Sereres are known as a people of shepherds, farmers and
fishermen, which further underscored Senghor senior's position of wealth
and respect. The fact that the family was Christian is noteworthy in a
country where the majority followed traditional African religions and
many were Moslems.
Leopold Senghor's early childhood was spent in communion with the
beauty of his surroundings. The price of this lyric curiosity was that
he was often beaten by his father for wandering among the shepherds and
peasants, but the reward is reflected in his poetry. His imagination
carries him to the flatlands cut off by the sea where the ocean is an
opening to distant lands and thoughts.
Perhaps his first teacher was his uncle Toko 'Waly, a farmer and
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shepherd. Full of experience of life around him, he introduced the young
Leopold to the fascinating world of animals, plants, meteors and con¬
stellations. He told stories filled with imagery and the genius of trees,
fire, water and stone. To Uncle Toko 'Waly can be attributed the plant¬
ing of the first seeds of African pride in the young boy's mind. Added
to the love of nature, the native ceremonies and feasts instilled a
sense of civic and social pride in the young boy which will later be
reflected in his work.
At the age of seven he began his long courtship with education
when he attended the Catholic Mission School at Joal. When he was eight
he transferred to the N'Gasobil Seminary administered by the Fathers of
the Order of the Holy Spirit. Here the principle aim of the school was
to inculcate in the youth a feeling of interior discipline by following
a strict scholastic program which was balanced by farming tasks to keep
the student in touch with the everyday world. This early contact with
farming contributed greatly to his later political rapport with the
agricultural population.
As a devout young Catholic he served mass and lead liturgical
chants in church. The first educational experiences of young Leopold
instilled in him a sense of purpose, a feeling for groups, an attachment
to tradition, a balanced concept of himself, a respect for all beliefs
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and a sensitive sensual love of language.
Armand Guibert, Leopold Sddar Senqhor; L'Homme et 1'Oeuvre
(Paris: Presence Africaine, 1962), p. 13.
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At age sixteen he enrolled at the College Libermann and afterwards
at the Lycee Van Vollenhoven at Dakar. After receiving his "bacca-
laureat'*, he left Africa for the first time to pursue further studies
in France.
At the Lycee-Louis-le-6rand in the class of “KhSgne'*^ his class¬
mates included future leaders in politics and literature such as
Thierry Maulnier, Paul Guth and Georges Pompidou.
While a student at the Universite de Paris, he found the courses
in humanism to be instrumental in his liberation of thought. He became
aware of himself as a "vir africanus"; an awareness that made him con¬
scious of his difference as more profound than simple epidermal coloring.
In 193^ with Aim4 Ce'saire in collaboration, he founded the student
review ‘L»Etudiant noir^ in which the term Negritude appeared for the
first time. Senghor briefly defined the word by explaining that the
Negro ‘'has the cult of the word in him.../while/ European reason is
analytical and discursive through use. Black African reason is intuitive
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by participation."
After receiving the "agr^gation de grammaire" — the highest degree
attainable for teaching--he taught French at two schools, the Lycee de
Tours and the Lycde Marcelin-Berthelot at Paris.
Senghor fulfilled his military obligation during World War II when
he served as an infantryman with French troops. He was captured by the
^"KhSgne"—Class of selected students who study the arts two years
beyond the Lycee. Preparation for the competitive exam for the Ecole
Normale Sup^rieure.
^Charles Guenther, "A Note on Leopold S, Senghor," Poetry, Vol.
103, No. 3 (December, I963), 199-200.
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Germans and detained as a prisoner of war. After his release he worked
with the resistance forces.
His political career began in 1945 when he was a candidate for
council with the Senegalese Socialist Party. He was elected deputy to
two Constituent Assemblies of the French Republic from 1945 to 1946.
The years 1945 to 1946 were also spent as a period of political
development. His interest in socialism began with France's development
of African colonies after World War II. Senghor believed that socialism
is the most appropriate approach to progress in African society. The
objective of this socialism is "to modify techniques to preserve what
••1is best in African society. To him it is a matter of integrating
socialism with Negritude.
The quality of African society lends itself to socialist thinking
for "...Ours is a community society...(where) progress is founded on the
general activity of the group." He continues:
Negro African society puts more stress on the group
than on the individual, more on solidarity than on
activities and needs of the individual, more on com¬
munion of persons than on their autonomy.^
Senghor agrees with Engels that socialism is "primarily method and
not dogma."*' He rejects the Marxist doctrine of economic relations as
the prime object. Senghor concentrates instead on including human re¬
lations in their entirety. He feels that government is the "act of
^Wilbert V. LeMelle, "A Return to Senghor's Theme on African




governing men...by organizing their relations harmoniously."^
Senghor elaborated on his meaning of total development in socialist
terms in the first "Plan duadriennial de Developpement":
...Development embraces all sectors of social life and
aims not only at the increase of agricultural and indus¬
trial production, but also the raising of the cultural
level of the people and the organization of the economy
in order to promote individual and collective responsi¬
bility in the various areas of social life of the people.
It results in the harmonious progress in every sector of
human activity of which much can be measured by the indices
of production.^
Senghor's socialism has been attacked as racist and provincial.
He has been accused of idealizing the tribal African past. Overall, it
can be considered as an evolving concept whose value is yet to be deter¬
mined. But the value of his socialism must also take into account the
humanistic approach to socialism where man, the black man, is the cen¬
tral figure in his universe.
He continued participating in the political scene and in the 1946
he proposed semi-autonomy for Senegal—the same year France awarded
citizenship to Africans in French colonies. He was then elected to the
grand council of French West Africa.
In 1951, he survived his first political battle in Senegal in
which he supported a program of peaceful progress with French coopera¬
tion. His support came from rural, illiterate Moslems which was a
political surprise. His victory in this struggle established Senghor as




the Constitution in 1953*
His political strength was further developed by his successful
opposition to the "loi-cadre". This provision was offered to African
colonies by France to extend greater autonomy to Africans in the first
election. Senghor considered the provision a method of dividing existing
ties among states of West Africa. He then headed a convention to reorg¬
anize all political parties in black Africa. As the leader of the
Parti du Regroupement Africain> he was interested in seeing a new Con¬
stitution which was ratified in 1958.
In 1959 he was elected president of the Legislative Assembly of
the Federation of Mali which included the Republic of Senegal and the
Sudan. But soon Senghor declared the independence of the Republic of
Senegal and was elected its first President, a position he still holds.
In the field of literature Senghor is recognized as the initiator
of Negritude and as an accomplished poet. His poetry is African in
source and setting reflecting his childhood days in Senegal*
He has written four volumes of poetry in French including: Ethio-
piques, Hosties noires. Chants d'Ombre, Nocturnes. He has also edited
an anthology of African verse—Anthologie de la nouvelle poesie n^qre et
malqache de lanque francaise.
As a poet he has taken the position of an intellectual speaking
for African culture and tradition. His poetry glories the African of
the past and present. An evaluation of Senghor's poetry has been offered
by Aime Patri:
La poesie de Leopold Sedar Senghor exprime la c6te de
I'Sme noire qui correspond a la gravity et au recuei1lement
plutdt qu'a 1'exaltation et a la fureur extatique. De ce
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point de vue, elle contraste curieusement avec celle de
son ami Aime Cesaire...D*un cote, chez Senghor, 1'acquies¬
cement profond a toutes les puissances de la nature et de
la vie humaine, de 1'autre la r^volte et la cassure r^solue
avec le destin. Les origines lointaines des deux pontes, peut-
etre aussi 1'Education chrdtienne, qui a laisse, dans 1'esprit
de Senghor, des traces profondes et qu'il n'a jamais celdes,
expliquent cette difference de ton...Chez Senghor qui aime ci
faire resonner les accents d'un "tam-tam voile", triomphe
naturellement la douceur maternelle de la nuit.'
From this brief introduction to Leopold Senghor, one can appreci¬
ate his accomplishments as a scholar, politician and poet. It remains
for us now to study his most important concept of Negritude and to
see how he incorporates this philosophy into his poetry.
^Ldopold Senghor, Antholoqie de la nouvelle podsie ndqre et
malqache de lanque frangaise (Paris:Presses Universitaires de France,
1969), p. 147.
CHAPTER II
A STUDY OF THE CONCEPT OF NEGRITUDE
It is very difficult to define and explain negritude for it is a
complex philosophy involving the complexities of the African psyche and
the intricate patterns of politics, history and culture. To better
understand the former, a discussion of the psychology of the African
Negro may clarify this aspect of negritude.
According to Senghor in an essay on the Negro, the Negro is a
man of Nature. The African Negro lives on intimate terms with trees and
animals and all the elements of nature. He is sensitive to the rhythm of
seasons and days. He keeps his senses open, ready to receive any impulse
and even the very waves of nature....^ The priorities of his senses are
form and color, sound and rhythm, smell and touch—'before reflection.
Negritude or "negrohood" as defined by Jean Paul Sartre is ‘'a
certain affective attitude towards the world.Senghor agrees with this
idea and states that "emotion is Negro", that emotion is the core of
negritude. Sensibility and strong emotional quality are the chief psychic
traits of the African. Senghor even links this emotional attitude to
Leopold Senghor, "Psychology of the African Negro," Diogenes.
No. 37 (Winter, 1962), 1-15.




the climate* saying that the long history of tropical experience* and
the agricultural nature of his existence* and the rhythm of the seasons
have attuned the black African to high emotionality.
This gift of emotion explains a part of negritude. For* accord¬
ing to Senghor: "the emotive attitude towards the world...explains all
the cultural values of the African Negro's religion, social structures*
art and literature* and above all* the genius of their languages."^
The African psyche is also closely aligned to the mystical world*
a world where magic is for the African Negro:
more real than the visible world* it is sub-real. It
is animated by invisible forces which govern the
universe and whose specific characteristic^is that
they are* through sympathy* harmoniously related to
one another as well as to visible things or appear¬
ances. ^
This integrated consciousness* this emotional attitude of the black
African affects his total culture. And the invasion of the white man
in Africa served to exacerbate this emotionality even to intellectual
levels. It has been noted that nationalist movements in Africa have been
largely based on emotional impulses and this fact has given an unusual
3
tenor to the Intellectualism accompanying the nationalist movement.
Because of colonialism which attempted to stamp a foreign frame¬
work on African culture* "nationalist movements were...efforts at cul-
^Senghor, op. cit.. p. 15.
^Ibid.. p. 12.
3
Abiola Irele* "Negritude or Black Cultural Nationalism," Journal
of Modern African Studies. (March 3* 1965), 321.
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tural as well as purely political autonomy." Due to a common racial
and cultural heritage as described by E. Franklin Frazier in Race and
Culture Contacts in the Modern World, "they involve the question of a
common racial and cultural heritage."
A significant expression of cultural nationalism is the concept
of ne'gritude developed by French speaking black intellectuals. In the
complex steps of its development, negritude has become more a philoso¬
phy than a simple political slogan.
Historically, negritude developed as a culmination of reactions
against western civilization which was imposed upon the African by
European imperialists. A brief look at the colonial situation will
give insight into factors affecting the psychological and social distress
of African intellectuals.
The comtfig of the white man into Africa produced a situation of
conflict, first by establishing slave trade and second by setting up
colonial rule. This forced entry resulted in violent reactions and
resistance movements which nourished the nationalist strain of negritude.
This "colonial rule created in varying measure all over Africa a state
3of cultural fluctuation in which tensions were likely to develop."
An interesting reactionary movement of the oppressed blacks was
in the area of religion. Religion has been important in the African's
life. It filled his psychic need for a mystical world. The Christianity
4bid.. p. 321.
2
E. Franklin Frazier, Race and Culture Contacts in the Modern World
(New York: Alfred Knopf, 1957), p. 35. ~
o
•^Irele, op. cit., p. 323.
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associated with colonial rule forced separatist churches in colonial
Africa thus supplying a link to nationalist feeling. For attributed to
European influence was the "oppression of the cultural stock" of the
native African, producing a politico-economic and socio-cultural domi¬
nation. This crisis has been explained in the work of Georges Balandier,
which observes that:
the separatist movements represented a total response to
the situation felt to be creative of internal "crisis"
and propitious for the maintenance of a state of aliena¬
tion. ^
Thus the African was forced into the culture of Europe but relegated
to a secondary position.
The ambiguity of this situation has also been expressed by B.
Malinowski when he writes that:
Since Africans cannot share the ideals, interests and full
benefits of cooperative activities with the whites, they
naturally fall back on their own system of belief and
sentiment...The African is forced spiritually...to reaffirm
many tribal values (once) abandoned.^
Indirectly messianic movements provided traits instrumental in provoking
a sophisticated and intellectual reaction. Balandier has subsequently
termed nigritude as "the literary replica of African messianisms."^
In 193^» while a student in Paris, Senghor gathered around him
young Africans and West Indians. All shared with him a keen sense of
^Georges Balandier, Socioloqie actuelle de I'Afrique noire (Paris:
Presses Universitaire, 2nd ed., 1963), pp. 3-38.
Bronislaw Malinowski, The Dynamics of Culture Chanqe (New Haven:
Yale University Press, I96I), p. I58.
^Georges Balandier, Afrique Ambiqtie (Paris: Plon, 1957), p. 285.
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pride in their black ancestry and a bitter resentment against the white
man who taught them to feel inferior. Included in this group were Aim^
Cd'saire from Martinique, Leon Damas from Guiana, Birago Oiop and
Ousmane Soce from Senegal. The students wrote an inconspicuous student
newspaper, L’Etudiant Noir. which dealt with racial questions. Black
students became unified through its message of togetherness which sanc¬
tioned:
"...la fin de la tribalisation, du syst^clanique en
vigueur au Quartier Latin. On cessait d'etre un ^tudiant
essentiallement martiniquais, quadeloup^en, guyanais,
africain, malgache, pour n'^tre plus qu'un seul et m^e
etudiant noir.^
The paper was less interested in political issues than the defense
of African culture. Their primary aim was to promote the dignity of the
black people. Politically, the group favored socialism if only because
it had been European capitalism and imperialism that had exploited the
black man.
The main literary interest of the group was traditional African
poetry. Senghor began by translating native Serere poems into French.
Birago Diop transcribed the stories of his village troubador. L6on Damas
and Aimd" Cdsaire discovered the richness of imagination and rhythm
found in non-western literature.
Western or revolutionary values were avoided in efforts to "retrou-
ver les valeurs de la negritude.^ However, in this sense they preached
Lilyan Kesteloot, Les Ecrivains noirs de lanque francaiset





a cultural revolution, because as Senghor explained:
"...comment vouloir notre independence politique, si
nous n'avions foi dans les valeurs de la negritude?
...Nos articles allaient tous dans ce sens. Naturelle-
ment Cesaire menait la lutte, avant tout, contre
1'assimilation des Antillais. Pour moi, je visais
surtout ^ analyser et a exalter les valeurs tradi-
tionnelles de I'Afrique noire.^
An example of the determination to create a black identity is
noted in an extract from the paper:
L'assimilation, nee de la peur et de la timidite, finit
toujours dans 1e m4pris et dans la haine, et porte en elle
des germes de lutte, lutte du meme contre 1e meme, c'est-
a»dire la pi re des luttes....
Q,ue veut la Jeunesse noire?... Vivre.Mais pour vivre
vraiment nl faut rester soi...La Jeunesse noire ne veut jouer
aacun role: elle veut 4tre soi. L'histoire des N4gres est un
drame en trois episodes. Les N^gres furent d'abord asservis
(des idiots et des brutes, disait-on)... Puis on tourna vers
eux un regard plus indulgent. On s'est dit: 11s valent
mieux que leur reputation. Et on a essay^ de les former.
On les a assimiles....
Les jeunes Negres d'aujourd'hui ne veulent ni asservissement
ni "assimilation". Ils veulent emancipation...
La Jeunesse noire veut agir et cr^er, elle veut avoir ses
po4tes, ses romanciers qui lui|cliront a elle ses malheurs a
elle et ses grandeurs a elle: elle veut contribuer a la vie
universelle, a 1'humanisation de 1'Humanity, Et pour cela
encore une fois, il faut se conserver ou se retrouver: c'est
le primat du Soi.2
The contributions of Senghor's group to the development of negr
tude were two-fold: the students criticized western ideology to the
point that European thinking was questioned—especially on issues of
communism and surrealism. And they wanted to rediscover the heritage
of African civilization.^
^L. S. Senghor, lettre de f^vrier, I960.
2
Lilyan Kesteloot, op. cit.. pp. 98-100.
^Ibid.. p. 100.
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Negritude can be considered a literary movement of emotions and
ideas. It sums up the double nature of the psychological response to
social and cultural conditions of the colonial situation. In nigritude
black intellectuals found a revolt against western domination and "the
quest for a new and original orientation.V* There is an over-powering
consciousness of the black writer as a member of a minority group. The
writers express resentment of the western culture as the "master soci¬
ety". The themes of negritude constitute a "symbolic progression from
subordination to independence, from alienation, through revolt, to self-
affirmation."^
The first theme of negritude to be discussed is the theme of
alienation. The starting point is the theme of exile. This alienation
is the sentiment of:
...the black man's sense of separation from his own
world and of being thrown into a social system with
whose cultural values he can strike no personal
relation.3
Therefore, the black man is an alien in the western world. This feeling
of alienation and anxiety has been expressed in the poem "A I'appel de
la race de Saba", by Leopold Senghor:
M^re, sois b^niet
J'entends ta voix quand je suis livre au silence
sournois de cette nuit d'Europe
Prisonnier de mes draps blancs et froids
bien tire'^s, de toutes les angoisses qui
m'embarrassent inextricablament
The use of the adjectives "sournois", "blancs et froids" points out the
^Abiola Irele, "Negritude-Literature and Ideology," The Journal of




feeling of hostility he experiences. The feeling of alienation is fur¬
ther portrayed by the word "prisoner*' which leaves the clear-cut image
of being cut off from the world.
Often feelings of inferiority are translated into an association
between race and servitude. The cultural and political ascendancy of
the white man gained at the cost of the black man's servitude is
denounced.
Personal aspects of alienation are related to the cultural situa¬
tion of the assimilated Negro intellectual. One can distinguish four
aspects of personal alienation:
a. Colonization was conceived of as a "civilizing mission,
thus the native African had to abandon his basic personality
created by his culture to attain that of the master society.
b. Western education was necessarily an imposed acculturation.
c. The French "assimilation" was actually an attempt to fashion
the black man—or at least the black elite—into a foreign
image.
d. A denial of "self" was required of the black man. This
denial extended to the black man's ancestry which he was
taught to believe was uncivilized.
The poem "Le Totem" by Senghor expresses this negation of "self":
II me faut le cacher au plus intime de mes vei nes
L'Ancetre a la peau d'orage si11on6e
de'eel airs et de foudre
Mon animal gardien, il me faut le cacher
Q.ue je ne rompe le barrage des scandales
II est mon sang fidele qui requiert fidelite
Protegeant mon orgueil nu contre j
Moi meme et la superbe des races heureuses....
This alientation and denial of "self" result in a split personality
Leopold Senghor, "Le Totem," Poemes (Paris: Editions du Seuil,
1964), 24.
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in the black intellectual. The black man suffers from the psychological
conflicts of "spiritual instability, intensified self-consciousness,
restlessness and malaise which Roger Bastide has described as "the patho¬
logy of the uprooted man."^ The theme of alienation echoes the social,
political and spiritual estrangement felt by the black African.
The second theme associated with negritude is the theme of revolt.
Ne^gritude became a literature of resentment of the injustice derived from
the "collective political and cultural oppression of black people" living
in colonies. Black intellectuals, although extended more privileges,
were forced to identify with the plight of the black man in general, ,
they were forced to identify with the colonized rather than the colon-
Notice the ardent nationalism and the refusal to submit to white
oppression expressed in this excerpt from Senghor's poem "Pour flutes et
balafong":
Mon amour est pays de sables et de sel, mon
amour un Ferlo sans rugit ni rosee
Oh! 1'horreur ch^re de mes Rip et Niombato
quand j'etais panthdre aux pensdes ombreuses-
Mon amour campagne rasee et quadrille, pays
blanc dontje ne suis qu'usager.
Mahe-Kor Dyouf-le-Tutoye a vendu ses
fusils et chevaux du fleuve
Mais je n'avalerai ni mon chant ni 1e souffle
de mes narines
Comme le MaTtre-des-dyoung-dyoungs a
P^poque des inventaires.3
^Roger Bastide, "Problemes de Pentrecroisement des civilisations
et de leurs oeuvres" in R. E. Park, Race and Culture (Glencoe, Ill.:
Free Press, 1950).
2Abiola Irele, op. cit.. p. 504.
3l. S. Senghor, Antholoqie de la nouvelle poesie n4qre et malqache
de lanque frangaise (PaHsl Presses Universitaires, 1948), p. 164.
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The short-comings of western society, both within and without,
furnished that element of disenchantment which made it possible for
negritude to develop an attitude of rejection of the colonial system.
This sense of revolt can be seen in Senghor's "Hostie Moires'* war poems
which accuse and condemn the entire western society for its deception.
Note the first two verses of the plaintive cry of a soldier from
"D^sespoir d'un volontaire libre":
II est la depuis quinze jours, qui tourne en
rond, ruminant la nouvelle Grande Betise
Et le nouvel affront-son front qui suel -de
son sacrifice paye en monnaie fausse.
11 ne demandait m^e pas lescinquante
centimes - pas un centime
Seulement son identite d'homme, ^ titre
posthume.
On lui a donne les vetements de servitude,
qu'il imaginait la robe candide du martyr
0 na'if! nativement na'if! et la chechia
et les godillots pour ses pieds libres domestiques.
The threats of revolt project a militancy of negritude but have
only symbolic value. The significance of resentment in the literature
of negritude is that it shows the oppressed man's reaction to oppression.
The revolt, then, is a "refusal of western values regarded as oppressive
2
constraints".
The third theme to be considered is the theme of rediscovery. In
this respect negritude develops into a glorification of the African past
and a longing for "imaginary beauty and harmony of traditional African
society."^
^L. S. Senghor, Formes (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1964), p. 66.
2
Abiola Irele, op. cit.. p. 507.
3lbid., p. 509.
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this strain of emotionality is best seen in Senghor's love-poem,
"Femme Noire" which expresses "a feeling that is more filial than erotic,
due to his identification of the continent with the idea of woman. His
poetic talent lends to the image of Africa the force of a mother figure:
...Femme nue, femme noire
Je chante ta beaute qui passe, forme que je fixe
dans I'Eternel
Avant que 1e Oestin jaloux ne te reduise en cendres
pour nourrir les racines de la vie.^
This last theme expresses a rebirth of the idea of black self.
As a literary dimension it makes negritude "the principal channel of the
African Renaissance."^ Conversely, the theme of rediscovery is basically
a "backward movement", since it glorifies a tradition from which western
culture pulled Africa. But the outstanding message of rediscovery is
that negritude is "a spiritual adventure involving a quest for the self,
3
with the conquest of a lost identity as the prize."
The literary search for identity has been pursued by black poets
of the African continent and the Caribbean area. Writing for the most
part in French, they feel that Africa is their source of inspiration.
Africa is the origin of their enslavement and at the same time their goal
in the quest for freedom. The poets who merit mention are Aime Cesaire,
Jacques Roumain, David Diop, Leon Damas, and Leon Laleau.
The themes of their poetry are humaine and universal with the com¬
mon link of "concern for the alien role of the Negro in the West."^
L. S. Senghor, Formes* p. 17.
2
Abiola Irele, op. cit.. p. 510.
3lbid.. p. 511.
^Jacob Drachler, African Heritage citing "The African Renaissance"
by Thomas L. Hodgkin (New York: Crowel1-Col 1ier, 1963), pp. 191-192.
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One notes in modern African poetry a strong self-assurance, combined
with a sense of racial and cultural pride. There is an indifference to
attitudes not familiar with and unsympathetic to the Negro poet's
world. Thus the African poet writes more for the African, or for him¬
self than for a European audience. A striking example is the poem of
Leon Damas of French Guiana -- "They came that night" in which the
idyllic character of a frantic African is frozen into terror at the
destruction of their way of life.








la frenesie des mains la frenesie
des pieds de statues
DEPUIS
combien de MOI ^
sont morts . . .
It is interesting to note the intensity of emotion wrapped up in simple
words—words that express brutality, fear, and death associated with the
conquest of the white man. The rhythm of the words which approaches a
melody is a significant trait of the poetry of negritude.
David Diop of Senegal depicts the same type of disaster familiar
to the black African. He writes:
Mes femnes ecraserent leurs bouches rougies
Sur les l^vres minces et dures des
conqu^rants aux yeux d'acier
et mes enfants quitt^rent leur nudite paisible
^Leopold Senghor, Antholoqie.... p. 6.
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Pour 1'uniforme de fer et de sang.
Votre voix s'est eteinte aussi
Lesfers de I'esclavage ont ddchir^ non coeur
Tams-tams de mes nuits, tam-tams de
mes fibres.^
Diop's poetry, according to Senghor, is preoccupied with theme
rather than emotion which is the key to negritude. But his description
of violence and despair express the crises endured by the black Africans.
Aim^ Cesaire praises African genius, by directly denouncing
European "achievementand underscoring the African's innate ability to
understand through insight and sympathy:
Eia pour ceux qui n'ont jamais rien invente
pour ceux qui n'ont jamais rien explord^
pour ceux qui n'ont jamais rien dompte
Mais ils s'abandonnent, saisis, li 1'essence de toute chose
ignorants des surfaces mais saisis par le mouvement
de toute chose
insoucieux de dompter, mais jouant le jeu du monde
veritablement les fils aines du monde
poreux a tous les souffles du monde....^
Cesaire expresses his dynamic concept of negritude as an act, "an
active becoming, a vital force dynamically, but patiently and stubbornly
active in the earth and sky and the elements..." It is expressed from the
wells of his being and simultaneously ^%J something which he is seeking
to recover, to make manifest.3 Cesaire describes his concept of negritude
poetically:
Ma negritude n'est pas une pierre, sa surdite
nuee centre la clameur du jour
Ma negritude n'est pas une taie d'eau morte sur
I'oeil mort de la terre /
Olumbe Bassir, An Anthology of West African Verse (Ibadan, Nigeria:
Ibadan University Press, 1957), p. 54
^Aime Cesaire, "Cahier d'un retour au pays natal" ^ragmen^ in
Leopold Senghor's Antholoqie..., p. 59«
3lbid.. p. 198.
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Ma negritude n'est ni une tour ni une cathedral
elle plonge dans la chair rouge du sol
elle plonge dans la chair ardente du ciel
elle troue 1'accablement opaque de sa
droite patience.^
Jacques Roumain, a Haitian revolutionary writes poetry which is
both militant and nostalgic in tone. His verses search for the spiri¬
tual peace of a lost heritage. He writes:
Afrique j'ai garde ta memoire Afrique
tu es en moi
Comme I'echarde dans la blessure
comme un fetiche tutelaire au centre du village
fais de moi la pierre de ta fronde
de ma bouche les levres de ta plaie
de mes genoux les colonnes brisees de ton
abaissement pour tant
je ne veux etre que de votre race
ouvriers paysans de tous les pays...^
The theme of alienation and resentment is reverberated throughout
the following poem of the Haitian poet, Leon Laleau. He attacks the
French language which excels in the mastery of the abstract, but not the
concrete. Laleau feels that French is therefore not well suited to the
passionate and concrete impulses of the African poet. He describes
this feeling:
Ce coeur obsedant, qui ne correspond
Pas a mon langage ou a mes eostumes,
Et sur lequel mordent, comme un crampon,
Des sentiments d'emprunt et des coutumes
D'Europe, sentez-vous cette souffranee
Et ce desespoir a nul autre egal
D'apprivoiser, avec des mots de France
Ce ceur qui m'est venu du Senegal?3
^Aime Cesaire in "Orphee Noir" of Anthologie, XXIX-XXX.
2
Jacques Roumains, "Bois-d'Eb§ne," Ibid., p. 116.
^Leon Laleau, "Trahisorii" Ibid., p. 108.
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Another example of the deep resentment of an imposed language
and culture is voiced by David Diop, previously mentioned. In this poem
he expresses a violent hatred of the white conqueror who amid "death
cries of their murdered ancestors" forced the black man to learn the
language that "has since become the vehicle for the rationale of their
proclaimed racial inferiority and the daily instrument of theirabase-
ment."^ Diop writes here with vehemence:
Le Blanc a tu^ mon p^re
Mon pibre 4tait fier
Le Blanc a viol^ ma mere
Ma mfere dtait belle
Le Blanc a courb^ mon fr4re sous le soleil des routes
Mon frere ^tait fort
Le Blanc a tournd' vers moi
Ses mains rouges de sang
Noir
Et de sa voix de Mattre: 2
He boy, un berger, une serviette deJ'eaui
In this poem Diop has vividly expressed the heartless cruelty of
the white man unleashed on an innocent people. The intensity of style
and imagery reinforced by a poetic language alive with hate, make this
poem an excellent example of the poetry of negritude.
Senghor has proffered a definition of negritude in which he says
that "la negritude est 1'ensemble des valeurs culturelles de I'Afrique
noire.This negritude opposes the "negritude des sources" referring
to the condition in which the white man found the African, and prefers
instead negritude as an "instrument efficace de liberation." Negritude
^J. Drachler, op. cit., p. 195.
2
David Diop "Le temps du martyre" in L. Senghor Antholoqie...p. 174.
^Lilyan Kesteloot, op.cit.. p. Ill
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today, echoing the sentiments of the poets discussed, possesses a
militancy provoked by long years of domination.
In other texts Senghor discusses the emotional side of negritude:
J'ai souvent 4crit que 1'Motion etait
n^gre. On m'en a fait le reproche. A
tort. Je ne vois pas comment rendre
compte autrement de notre specificity,
de cette negritude qui est 1'ensemble
des valeurs culturelles du monde noir',
les Amdriques y comprises, et que
Sartre d^finit 'une certaine attitude
affective a I'^gard du monde'.'
Added to this emotionality Senghor cites the characteristic of
rhythm, which, he feels, differentiates the black man from other races.
This rhythm is thus linked to his emotional state: "Le rythme, qui nait
de 1'motion, engendre a son tour 1'emotion. Et 1'humour, 1'autre face
de la Negritude. C'est dire sa multivalence.
These two characteristics combine to create a poetry of negritude
in which a monotonous but spellbinding rhythm permits communication
with vital forces of the world. Thus the essential nature of negritude
in poetry is "...moins le theme que le style, la chaleur ymotionnelle
qui donne la vie aux mots, qui transmue la parole en verbe."^
The style of negritude brings to the forefront Senghor's gift of
imagery, rhythm and emotion. It is the intensity of imagery associated
with the poetry of negritude that will be examined in the following
chapter.
^L. S. Senghor, "Psychologie du negro-africain," confd^rence inedite,
sans date cited by Lilyan Kesteloot, op. cit.. p. 111.
L. S. Senghor, Ethiopiques. (Paris: Sevil, 1956), postface, p. 116.
3
L. S. Senghor, Anthologie... op. cit.. p. 173.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE IMAGERY REFLECTING NEGRITUDE
As Senghor became more involved in the movement of negritude* he
began to study structures of the poetic language of the west-African.
He found that black art, and especially poetry, seeks to express a moral
world more real than the visible world. Art, for the African is a
"connaissance et explication du monde, c'est-a-dire de la reality qui
soustend le monde, de la surrealit^."^ This knowledge of the world is
an attempt on the part of the African artist to secure a sense of
"place". Thus surrealistic images found in black art are an attempt
to express reality as the African sees it. Pierre Guerre has described
the surrealistic imagery found in African sculpture which relates to
African art in general:
...la sculpture africaine est une image "sous«realiste"
en ce sens qu'elle exprime la realite qui sous-tend les
apparences et non ces apparences elles-rnSmes que notre
rationalisme a pris 1'habitude d'appeler realite....
L'image negro-africaine est un lien analogique /qui es^
participation de deux objets de pensee du significant
et du signifid", b la meme sous-r^alitd.^
^L. Senghor, au let Congres des Ecrivains et Artistes Noirs, dans
Presence Africaine. Nos. 8-9-10 (juin-nov. 1956), p. 51.
^LeRoi Jones, "A Dark Bag," Poetry. Vol. 103, Ho. 6 (March, 1964),
pp. 394-401.
3Pierre Guerre, "L'Art negre vu par un noir," Cahiers du Sud. LVII,
No. 377 (mai-juin, 1964), pp. 462-469.
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In traditional African literature Senghor cites the image-analogy
in which the meaning surpasses the sign. The object does not signify
what it represents, but what it suggests, what it creates. LeRoi Jones
suggests that the "most powerful way to deal with an image is to make
sure it goes deeper than 1 iterature—that it is actually "out there.
African imagery accomplishes this end in that it unifies into a single
entity both sign and meaning, flesh and spirit. This idea can be
explained with examples of frequently used images and their meanings:
an elephant represents force; the spider signifies prudence; horns
indicate the moon and the moon suggests fertility. Every representation
2
is an image and the image is a symbol.
This imagery extends to all elements of the language—sensual
qualities of a word or sentence, timbre, tone, rhythm—and also to the
plastic arts including materials, lines and colors. In the language
of an artist, beings and things are not taken for themselves, but for the
ideas they evoke. If to the western reader, the meaning seems abstract,
to the African reader, the meaning is clear. For the African seems to
be endowed with what Senghor describes as "ces yeux int^rieurs qui percent
les murailies.
West-African poetry, then, is dominated by imagery and rhythm.
From an esthetic point of view, "I'art n^gre...et singulierement la
^L. Jones, op. cit.. p. 394.
2L. Senghor, "African-Negro Aesthetics," Diogenes. No. 16 (Winter,
1956), p. 31.
3L. Senghor, "L'Art negro-africain," conference inddite, 1955, p.
16
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po^sie, vise a exprimer un monde moral...anime par les forces invisibles
qui regissent I'Univers."^ The love of magic enters into the artist's
interpretation of his work, so that his finished product is not an object
but a representation of mystical powers. For as Senghor noted:
Toute oeuvre d'art est, en m^e
temps, operation magique...L'artiste
ne tient pas non plus a representer
les objets r^els, mais vise ^ capter
les forces invisibles pour les mettre
au service de I'homme.^
As one reads the poems of Senghor, one is struck first by the
imagery of negritude found in the titles. Note, for example, "Chants
d'ombre", "Hosties Noires", "Masque n^gre", "Femme noire", "Ethiopiques",
and "A I'appel de la race de Saba". These titles evoke first an aware¬
ness of the color black; a black that is descriptive of place (Ethiopiques)
and emotion (Hosties noires). Secondly, the choice of nouns reminds one
that according to Senghor the power of a word, and especially a spoken
word, is the finest expression of thought, emotion and action. Thus,
the word "Chants" brings to mind music and rhythm and dance—all of which
form an integral part of African culture. "Masque" elicits the idea of
festivity or tribal ceremony which remind Senghor of the collective life
of the African. The word "Hostie" is particularly significant, for behind
this word lies the very essence of negritude: the plight of the African
native under the colonial rule of Europe. The African was actually a
victim of the white man's cruelty, intolerance and greed. As one reads
^Lilyan Kesteloot, op. cit.. p. 95.
^Ibid., p. 95.
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Senghor's poems* he becomes more deeply involved in the emotion and
imagery that are negritude.
The rhythm, emotion and negritude of Senghor's poetry are expressed
clearly through the themes of alienation, revolt and rediscovery.
Although the theme is secondary to the style of poetry of negritude,
these classifications of imagery will be helpful in the analysis and
understanding the latter.
The feeling of alienation takes as its point of departure the fact
of exile. The poet is estranged from his homeland. In the hostile
environs of Europe he finds solace in the warm memories of his cherished
village. The poem "A I'appel de la race de Saba" is a chant in seven
parts to be accompanied by two koras.^ In this poem the poet is in
Europe where he recalls the days he spent in Oyilor. The poet glorifies
the tradition of his ancestors and affirms his pride in pursuing the
African tradition. The poem is addressed to mother—the mother image
doubling as homage to his natural mother and to his mother country of
Senegal. The end of the poem rings with the hope of a new day which will
recognize the values of an African heritage.
In the first stanza of this poem, the poet expresses his anguish
as an alienated being in Europe:
Mere, sois beniel
J'entends ta voix quand je suis livre au
silence sournois de cette nuit d'Europe
Prisonnier de mes draps blancs et froids
bien tir^s, de toutes les angoisses qui
m'embarrassent inextricablement..
^"Kora"--musical instrument similar to a harp with 16 to 32 strings.
2
L. Senghor, "Ethiopiques" in Poemes. p. 57.
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The second division of the poem reaffirms his ancestral pride when
he says "Je me rappelle les jours de mes peres, les soirs de Dyilor...".
Here Senghor expresses the need, (which is essential to negritude) to
make a "p^lerinage aux sources ancestrales."^ The recognition of an
ancestry gives the alienated African a sense of personal identity.
The feeling of personal alienation is linked to feelings of inferi¬
ority. This inferiority stems from the African's history of servitude
and oppression which he strongly resents. The following verses from
part three express this aspect of negritude:
Mere, respire dans cette chambre
peupleie de Latins et de Grecs 1'odeur
des victimes vesp^rales de mon coeur
Qu'ils m'accordent, les genies
protecteurs, que mon sang ne
s'affadisse pas comme un assimile
conme un civil is^.^
The suggestion of inferiority is found in the words "1'odeur des vic¬
times vesperales" which strike the senses of the reader with the idea of
putrefaction. The verbs also denote a picture of denigration,..."Q.u'ils
m'accordent..." indicates action from persons in a position of authority
and the verb "s'affadisse" means a loss of character—thus the loss of
black identity suffered by the African.
The theme of alienation includes a state of spiritual instability
experienced by the African. He has been forced into a culture—supposedly
superior to his own—which he finds difficult to accept. Thus he is left
p.500.
2
Lilyan Kesteloot, op. cit.. p. 175.
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without a true cultural identification. This crisis is expressed in the
collection Nocturnes which is a series of chants or songs on varied topics
of African culture. The following excerpt expresses the idea of cul¬
tural alienation:
Mais ces routes de I'insommie, ces
routes meridiennes et ces longues
routes nocturnes!
Depuis longtemps civilise, je ni'ai pas
encore apais4 le Dieu blanc du
Sommei1.
Je parle bien sa lanque, mais si
barbare mon accent!
Les t^n^bres sont noires, les scorpions
du chemin sont couleur de sable
de nuit
Et des nuages de torpeur oppressent
ma poitrine, ou poussent broussailles
et rales.^
It is in describing his memories of tribal life that Senghor
draws the most touching images. The poem, "Lettre a un prisonnier"^
is a poetic letter written to a village neighbor. Senghor is in Paris
and he describes the cold, aloof and crowded aspect of the city. The
color white, associated with the European conquerors, takes on an image
of hostility in the poem; as Senghor explains his reason for writing:
...Je t'ecris parce que mes livres sont
blancs comme 1'ennui, comme la
misere et comme la mort...3
The letter continues and in the third division, nostalgia takes over as
Senghor recalls the friendly communal life of the tribe:
1
Senghor, "Nocturnes" in Ppemes, P- 173.
2




Faites-moi place autour du poele, que
je reprenne ma place encore tidde.
Q.ue nos mains se touchent, en puisant
dans le riz fumant de 1*ami tie
Que les vieux mots sereres de bouche
en bouche passent comme une pipe
arnicale.
Que Oargui nous partage ses fruits
succulents->foin de toute secheresse
parfumee!'
The ties of friendship are sealed by the imagery of hands touching and
friendly words exchanged as a peace pipe* So it is that through the
images of memory, Senghor soothes the pains of alienation felt in the
poetry of negritude.
The second theme of revolt echoes the resentment of injustice
existing under colonial rule. The anger and indignity felt by the black
African are expressed in the poem "Neige sur Paris". In this poem the
innocence and beauty traditionally associated with snow are exchanged
for guilt and harsh cruelty. The cold whiteness of the snow in Paris
recalls the cold inhuman imperialism of the white European. Senghor
draws a parallel between the suffering endured by Christ and the Afri¬
cans at the hands of the white man. But after releasing his venomous
charges, the poet declares that, like Christ, his heart can forgive
enemies and friends. In the following lines taken from the poem "Neige
sur Paris", Senghor paints the double image of accusation and pardon:
Jbublie
Les mains blanches qui tirent les
coups de fusils qui croul^rent
Les empires
^Ibid.. p. 84.
2a11 underscoring in poems of Senghor inserted by writer.
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Les mains qui flagellerent Les esclaves,
qui vous flagellerent
Les mains blanches poudreuses qui
vous giflerent les mains peintes
poudrees qui m'ont gifle
Les mains sures qui mbnt livre
^ la solitude k la haine
Les mains blanches qui abattirent
la foret de roniers qui dominait
I'Afrique, au centre de 1'Afrique...‘
Senghor employed the poetic device of synecdochy to vividly show what
wrongs have been committed by the hands of the white man. Thus the
destructive deeds of the hands paintt, a bleak picture of the white man
as a whole. Senghor then attacks the hard, cold, logical and material¬
istic European mind which is opposed to the sensitive, emotional and
impulsive nature of the black African. The force of the verb "abattir-
ent" in the following verses of the same poem shapes the image of the
cruel white conqueror. The white man dominated by beating the black
man and cutting down the black forests of Africa:
...Oroits et durs, les saras beaux
comme les premiers hommes qui
sortirent de vos mains brunes.
Elies abattirent la foret noire pour
en faire des travers de chemin
de fer
Elies aba ttirent les forets d*Afrique
pour sauver la Civilisation,
parce qu'on manquait de matiere
premiere humaine...^
The idea of forgiveness is carried throughout this condemnation by the
first verb cited—"j'oublie".
The tone of the poem as well as the language can create the desired
Senghor, "Neige Sur Paris," Chants d'Ombre in Po^es. p. 22.
^Ibid.. p. 22.
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image. When Senghor served as an infantryman for France during the
Second World War, he knew the deception that was Europe—"the guide to
civilisation". In the poem "Au Guelowar",' he uses natural and humaine
metaphors to delineate the black man's plight, he is helpless as the bird
that has fallen from his nest and crippled as a blind man with no hands.
The tone and concrete language of "Au Gu^lowar" combine to create an
image of despair and shame in this extract:
Nous sommes des petits d'oiseaux
tombes du nid. des corps prives
d'espoir et qui se fanent
Des fauves aux griffes rognees,
des soldats desarmes, des hommes
nus,
Et nous voila tout gourds et gauches
comme des aveuqles sans mains.
Les plus purs d'entre nous sont
morts: ils n'ont pu avaler le
pain de honte..
The imagery of revolt is expressed in a denunciation of western
ideals and achievements. This denunciation is a symbolic method of ex¬
pressing the black man's reaction to oppression. When Senghor published
his collection of poems, Ethiopigues, in 1956, he had visited America
where he spent a great deal of time in the Harlem section of New York
City. The poem "A New York" describes the poet's reaction to a concrete
mass which defies human warmth and understanding. For the mechanized
and dehumanized city of cold steel, the poet prescribes a fusion with
black blood. The rhythm and blood of the African tom-tom will give
"Gu4lowars"-Serere warriors esteemed as Knights and nobility of
of the tribe.
^L. Senghor, "Au Guelowar," Hosties Noires in Poemes, p. 72.
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vitality to the heart of the city.
The coldness and anguish that the poet perceives is described
in the following excerpt from Part I of "A New York":
**•*•••••••••• •••••••••••••••
...Pas une rire d'enfant en fleur, sa main
dans ma main fraiche
Pas un sein maternel. des jambes de
nylon. Des jambes et des seins
sans sueur ni odeur.
Pas un mot tendre en 1’absence de
Ifevres, rien que des coeurs artificials
payes en monnaie forte
Et pas un livre ob lire la sagesse
La palette du peintre fleurit des
cristaux de corail.^
The repetition of the words "pas un" gives a rhythm of monotony charac¬
teristic of poetry of negritude. The plosive 'p' lends to the verses
the timbre of a drumbeat. The concrete images here presented all com¬
bine to describe the vague feeling of a disturbing lack of warmth. Note
the concrete image evoked by "pas un rire d'enfant" which indicates an
absence of joy among the children, "past un sein maternel" which means
that materialism has replaced maternal instinct; "pas un mot tendre"
which underscores the totally cold and inhuman nature of the people in
the city. Senghor resents this sterility that has been imposed on the
black man in America. Fundamental to the African nature is a keen emo¬
tionality, an awareness of a mystic beauty found in nature. The American
black man has been deprived of these essentials and in this vein Senghor
sympathizes with the lot of black Africans in western culture. In part
three of "A New York" Senghor extols the mystical power of "black blood"
—a sense of communion with life that can give vitality to a city with¬
out feeling:
^L. Senghor, "A New York" from Ethiopiques in Poemes, p. 116.
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New Yorkl je dis New York, laisse affluer le
sang noir dans ton sang
Qu'il d^rou'JlIe.^ tes articulations d'acier, comme
une huile de vie
Q.u*il donne a tes ponts la courbe des croupes
et la souplesse des Hanes,
Void revenir les temps tres anciens, 1'unite
retrouvee la reconciliation du Lion du
Toureau et de I'Arbre...^
**••#•••••• •••••• •• ••• ••••••• •• •
The final theme of rediscovery extols the African past rich in
tradition, art and tribal culture. According to Senghor, the recogni¬
tion and glorification of African history will give the black African
the sense of identity that he lacks. The assimilated western culture
cannot hope to replace the emotional and rhythmic civilization of the
African. Rediscovery also expresses a sensuous and maternal feeling for
the native land of Africa. Lastly, Senghor engages in a quest for 'self
both as an individual and a community.
The celebrated poem "Femme noire" is a love poem in which Senghor
devised the sensuous symbol of a naked woman to represent Africa.
Africa, "vS'tue de couleur qui est vie, de forme qui est
beautel"^ is the object of his passion. In this poem of four divisions,
the poet describes in colorful words the range of his ecstasy. This
love affair with Africa began in his childhood. The ardent desire to
know the depths of his country has now mellowed into a warm maternal
relationship. In the first stanza he describes his discovery of her
dark beauty:
Femme nue, femme noire
VStue de ta couleur qui est vie, de ta
'ibid., p. 117.
^L. Senghor, "Femme noire" in Chants d'ombre, Poemes. p. 16.
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forme qui est beautel
J'ai grandi a ton ombre, la douceur de
tes mains bandait mes yeux.
Et voila qu'au coeur de 1'Ete et de
Midi, je te decouvre,
Terre promise, du haut d'un haut
col calcine
Et ta beaute me foudroie en plein coeur,
comme 1'eclair d'un aigle...^
The subtlety of geographical and cultural images which have become
personified in a female body points out Senghor's art. In the following
lines from the second division, Africa is truly a beloved woman:
Femme nue, femme obscure
Fruit mur a la chair ferme, sombres
extases du vin noir, bouche qui fait
lyrique ma bouche
Savane aux horizons purs, savane
qui fr«iiis aux caresses ferventes du
Ifent d'Est
Tam tarn sculpte, tamtam tendu qui
grondes sous les doigts du vainqueur
Ta voix grave de contralto est le
chant spiritual de 1'Aimee.^
The poem "Joal" from the collection Chants d'ombre. presents a
collection of images which the poet has gathered in his memory. The
philosophy of negritude praises.the community life that exists in African
tribes. Senghor recalls here the pagan rites celebrated by the tribe in
which all the people participate. The words which particularly lend a
festive and almost "noisy" feeling to the poem suggest the collective
soul of the tribe. The fourth stanza of the poem begins this festive
praise:
Je me rappelle les festins fun^bres





Du bruit des querelles. des rhapsodies
des griots.
Je me rappel le les voix pa'iennes rvthmant
le Tantum Ergo
Et les processions et les palmes et les
arcs de triomphe.
Je me rappelle la danse des filles nubiles
Les choeurs de lutte—ohl la danse finale
des jeunes hommes, buste
Pench^ elancdj et le pur cri d'amour
des femmes-Kor Tigal*
To establish the African identity, Senghor does not make impossible
claims of achievement for his people* He realizes that music and rhythm
are their strong points. In a world devoid of joy and music, the Afri¬
can can make his contribution. This idea is presented in the poem "Priere
aux Masques" which cites the tribal soul of the African. To the challenge
of renewing the world Senghor asks:
Qui pousserait le cri de joie pour reveiller
morts et orphelins a I'aurore?
Dites, qui rendrait la memoire de vie
a I'homme aux espoirs 6ventrds?
Ils nous disent les hommes du coton
du cafe de 1 'huile
11s nous disent les hommes de la mort.
Nous soiTines les hommes de la danse,
dont les pieds reprennent viqueur
en frappant le sol dur.^
Senghor ends the poem by establishing the African as a man in touch
with life, with emotion and rhythm. He is a man whose ideas are solidly
rooted in the earth with which he sees the symbol of growth—a necessity
for the future of mankind and a lesson to the white conqueror.
^L. Senghor, "Joal," Chants d'Ombres in Poemes. p. 15*
2L. Senghor, "Priere aux Masques," Chants d*Ombres in Poemes. p. 24.
CONCLUSION
It is important to realize that in this idealized vision of
Africa, it is not the geographical Africa that is most significant, but
rather the symbolism of man
"...in his pristine integrity, at one with himself
and his world, a part of all he surveys.../Thus/
African poetry today is concerning itself with the
task of restoring not the identical vision of the
African world before its invasion and enslavement,
but a vision in which the African can claim an integral
part and which is not eternally clouded by the censorious
presence of European thought and judgment.
This statement is significant for two reasons in regard to Senghor
and negritude. It is important first because it underscores the primary
role of the symbol or image in African poetry. The secondary role of
the message is what makes negritude a poetry of imagery. The intensity
of passion, the ideas of vindication, the rhythmic flow of words and
sounds co-mingle to create a poetry which appeals to the emotions and
senses of the reader. The poems cited in this study were selected to
demonstrate the power of Senghor's imagery in expressing the totality of
feeling behind the themes. Alienation, revolt and rediscovery are themes
that attain life and meaning through sensitive imagery.
The second and final point to consider in the above statement is
the "task" of African poetry. The restoration of a vision which gives
the black African a firm place in his world is the final challenge
expressed in Senghor's poetry. The value of negritude through imagery
^Jacob Drachler, op. cit., p. 193*
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is that it gives the black African a sense of "place". The concrete,
rythmic and sensuous poetic images are in harmony with the African's
emotional nature. Senghor has described what he hopes the poetry of
negritude accomplishes:
Je persiste a penser que 1e po^e
n'est accompli que s’il fait chant,
parole et musique en meme temps...
II est temps d'arreter le processus
de desegregation du monde moderne,
et d'aborcj de la pod's!e. II faut
restituer celle-ci a ces origines, au
temps qu'elle 4tait chantee • et
dans^e. Comme en Gr^ce, en Israel,
surtout dans I'Egypte des Pharaons.
Comme aujourd 'hui en Afrique noire,
'Toute maison divisee centre elle-meme" ,
tout art ne peut que perir. La jooesie
ne doit pas perir. Car alors, ou
serait I'espoir du Monde?^
However, the conclusion of the writer is that the poetry of
negritude has limited appeal. An examination of the poems reveals that
the contents of the poems—imagery, vocabulary and even the thought
are directed toward the black African. The poetic devices are those
which appeal to the hopes, the anxieties and the anger of a people who
have suffered the effects of colonization and exploitation of Africa.
While one who is not steeped in African history and culture may appreci¬
ate the artistry and technique of a skilled poet, a knowledge of African
tradition would add depth to the understanding of Senghor's poetic art.
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